Abstract. An accurate estimation of the number of people entering / leaving a controlled area is an interesting capability for automatic surveillance systems. Potential applications where this technology can be applied include those related to security, safety, energy saving or fraud control. In this paper we present a novel configuration of a multi-sensor system combining both visual and range data specially suited for troublesome scenarios such as public transportation. The approach applies probabilistic estimation filters on raw sensor data to create intermediate level hypothesis that are later fused using a certainty-based integration stage. Promising results have been obtained in several tests performed on a realistic test bed scenario under variable lightning conditions.
Introduction
Automatic surveillance systems are becoming more and more frequent nowadays. People counting constitutes a relevant component of those for many applications. For example, the number of passengers getting in/out of a public transport is necessary for control and management. In pubs and discos the evacuation protocols are designed according to the building capacity and it must not be exceeded. Another example is the presence control for implementing energy saving politics.
Two main technologies have been used to solve the people counting problem: Computer Vision and light beams. On one hand, Computer Vision techniques has been successfully applied to more and more areas in the recent years. This process is favored by the introduction of lower-cost higher-performance hardware and the improvements in the reliability of detection methods. On the other hand, laser sensors have also evolved in the same directions, so smaller and lighter units are available at a reasonable cost vs. precision ratio.
Computer Vision Methods
In the literature, we can find many examples of Computer Vision based systems with cameras located both in zenithal and non zenithal position. However for some applications where privacy preserving is a crucial matter, the use of visionbased systems with non zenithal cameras is not permitted.
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Chant et al. [3] proposed a method based on analysing a crowd and making use of mixture of dynamic textures to segment the crowd into different directions; after a perspective correction, some features are computed on each segment and with a Gaussian Process the number of people per segment is obtained. Bozzoli et al.
[2] introduced a method for people counting in crowded environments as bus or train gates. The proposal is based on the computation of a running averagelike background model applied to edge images in order to avoid the influence of sudden lighting condition changes. Foreground edges are filtered and with the remaining one the optical flow image is computed. Finally each movement vector is assigned to a segment and all the movement vectors assigned to the same segment can be used to estimate the people passing in each direction.
Vision based techniques are well suited for large, wide and open areas, like train platforms or commercial areas besides gates or corridors, provided that lightning conditions are kept under control.
Range Laser Methods
Katabira et al. [5] proposed a system based on a sensor mounted on the ceiling of a passage. From the range data acquired by the sensor human shapes can be obtained by transforming the data to X − Z plane. The proposed method detects a passing pedestrian when a prominent object is detected.
Mathews and Poigné [8] introduced a system based on a set of passive infrared beacons. The detection of people is done with an Echo State Network which is trained with a set of motion patterns obtained with a simulator.
Light beams based systems have the advantage of privacy preserving, and are best suited for small areas.
Hybrid Methods
In order to come together the advantages of light beam and vision based systems, some authors have proposed to fusion laser and camera data [9] . Gwang et al. [7] make use of a laser beam as a structured light source. In this way, 3D estimation can be done in an area by means of the integration of consecutive images. When people cross the area, the obtained pattern allows to count the number of people and also the direction of the movement.
Cui et al.
[4] describe a method that fuses data from a laser and a visual tracker. The laser module is based on the integration of several laser readings to detect pair of legs and later tracked using a Kalman filter to estimate the position, velocity and acceleration of both feet. A calibrated camera allows to perform visual tracking with color information which feed a mean-shift tracker. Finally, the results of both tracking process are fused with a Bayesian approach.
The Proposal
In this paper, we propose a fast processing multi-sensor method for counting people getting in/out through a controlled area, using low-cost infrastructure
